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History of MIXED 

•  history 
•  defining 
•  developing 
•  using 
•  exploiting 

digital preservation data and standards open source 
data archives research infrastructures 



what is it? 

MIXED is a file format converter 

plus a set of formats, called SDFP, i.e. 
Standard Data Formats for Preservation 



founding idea 

National Archive (NL): testbed 



XML is an appropriate choice for the 
long-term preservation of 
spreadsheets. XML can be used to 
specify the context, content and 
structure of spreadsheets. Both the 
display and the formulae layers are 
retained, together with the mutual 
relationships.  

testbed: spreadsheets 

The secondary XML standards, such as XSL and CSS, 
make it possible to precisely represent the appearance. 
Conversion to XML also prevents the activation of 
behaviour whereby formulae are recalculated.  



testbed: databases 

At present, XML is the most 
effective strategy for the 
durable preservation of 
databases. XML is highly 
capable of representing the 
context, content, and structure 
of databases.  
This strategy can implemented 
using a number of different 
methods.   



testbed: databases (2) 

The tools Testbed investigated were able to convert a 
range of different types of database into XML. 
However, these tools did not offer an opportunity to 
convert all the database’s data tables into an XML file 
by means of one simple operation.  
In addition, the XML files and DTDs or XML schemas 
were not optimum for preserving the information in a 
structure suitable for digital preservation.  
Moreover the tools did not offer an opportunity for the 
assignment of metadata. 



           Conversion to preservable formats. 

what do repositories want 

 Automatically 

 at most once 

 Faithfully. 



preservation strategy 

Migration and emulation are complementary 
strategies. Migration is best for offering 
usable content. Emulation is best for 
invoking the original experience. 

Migration to XML is an optimization of 
migration, hence we coin it  
smart migration. 



Smart migration 

Accept the usable formats of today. 
Convert upon ingest into long-term 
preservation formats. 
Let time pass freely. 
Convert upon dissemination into the usable 
formats of what is then today 



Ingredients 

suitable xml formats for your data 
software to convert  

 legacy data to xml 
 ingest data to xml 
 xml to dissemination data 

connectors to your repository workflow 



MIXED - snapshot 



timeline 



characteristics 

•  no bulk migration of existing content 
•  new formats require new converters 
•  if a format has gone obsolete, the 

corresponding converters may be dropped 
•  no legacy software 
•  no content in legacy formats 
•  all content in selected XML formats 



defining MIXED 

•  history 
•  defining 
•  developing 
•  using 
•  exploiting 

digital preservation data and standards open source 
data archives research infrastructures 



XML 

XML sounds great  

what is MIXED’s XML? 



Data kinds 

Data comes in kinds, defined by the typical 
applications that manipulate it. 
Spreadsheets, databases, rich text, images, 
audio, video, drawings, ... 
The need for these applications are the 
basic reason for the threat of data loss 
caused by software obsolescence. 



standards for data kinds 

binary vendor formats (doc) 
ascii vendor formats (rtf) 
open formats (HTML export) 
interchange formats (ad-hoc XML) 
standard formats (defined XML: OOXML) 
preservation formats (selected XML: SDFP) 



SDFP 

Standard Data Formats for Preservation 
Spreadsheets: ODF subset 
Databases: e-David-XML 
Statistical Data: DDI 



SDFP as umbrella 



Datatypes 

numbers: ISO 6093 
date-time: ISO 8601-3 
characters: UNICODE 



Scope (kinds) 

initially 
 tabular data 
  spreadsheets and databases 

later 
   statistical data 
and then 
   text, still images, ... 



Scope (aspects) 

 databases 
data model 
data itself 

spreadsheets 
cell positions 

values 
formulas 

Content semantics 



Aspects that didn’t make it 

presentation details 
fonts 
forms 

action details 
update, insert, delete 

stored procedures 
   triggers 



developing MIXED 

•  history 
•  defining 
•  developing 
•  using 
•  exploiting 

digital preservation data and standards open source data archives research infrastructures 



design principles 

building block in workflows 
no built-in user interface 
easily extensible / updatable 
use and produce open source code 



framework and plugins 

framework 
   managing plugins 
   managing execution 
   administration 
plugins 
   for each conversion 
    from/to SDFP 



issues 

how loose/tight are the components 
connected? 

pure own Java code / borrow existing 
programs in other languages? 

modularity of file type recognition (JHOVE) 



Using MIXED 

•  history 
•  defining 
•  developing 
•  using 
•  exploiting 

digital preservation data and standards open source data archives research infrastructures 



Data archives 

collect 

preserve 

re-use 



Preferred Formats 

2. The data producer provides the research 
data in formats recommended by the data 
repository 

http://ahds.ac.uk/depositing/deposit-formats.htm 
Spreadsheets: Delimited text files(tab or pipe 
delimited, comma delimited with quotes around textual 
values) 
Databases: Delimited text (tab or pipe delimited, 
comma delimited with quotes around textual values) 
with SQL setup 



improvements for repositories 

better Preferred Formats 
more Acceptable Formats 
with MIXED to convert from acceptable to 

preferred 



Long term preservation 

 Additionally, the strategy to reduce the risk of obsolescence 
is based on storing multiple copies on different storage 
media. These are reviewed regularly and data are copied 
onto new media when appropriate.  
 A similar strategy is employed to deal with the 
obsolescence of file formats. Appropriate information-rich 
preservation formats have been identified and are used in 
conjunction with formal documentation procedures.  
These formats are chosen with specific reference to the 
‘data types’ under consideration. The UKDA follows 
international best practice in its choice of preservation 
formats and data migration procedures. 

7. The data repository has a plan for long-
term preservation of its digital assets. 



improvements for repositories 

•  replace migration by smart migration 
•  standardise the choice of preservation 

formats 
•  adhere to preservation formats in an 

automatic way 
•  develop international best practices in a 

transparent way  



Usable formats 

10. The data repository enables the users 
to utilize the research data and refer to 
them. 



Tex, zip and exe 



Codebook in LaTeX 



Data in plain text 



improvements for repositories 

•  users can select format most usable to 
them, irrespective of producer 

•  users can select the preservation format, 
in case usable formats are not supported 

•  less uncertainties in interpretation, either 
by humans or by software 



further improvements 

combine data from heterogeneous sources 
•  different formats (straightforward) 
•  different data models (advanced) 
•  different data kinds 



Exploiting MIXED 

•  history 
•  defining 
•  developing 
•  using 
•  exploiting 

digital preservation data and standards open source 
data archives research infrastructures 



Research Infrastructures 



Data on an Infrastructure 

•  higher demand for interoperability 
•  more needs for standards 
•  more opportunities for re-use 
•  more scope for digital preservation tools 



Conversions needed 

lots of them ... 



Conversion as a service 

•  a uniform resource 
•  yielding uniform results 

•  easily accessible 
•  product of community effort 

•  a good conversion requires a lot of intelligent 
work 

•  quality is reached in an iterative manner 



MIXED as Infrastructure 

•  provides a standard for preservation 
formats 

•  implements the tools to maintain the 
standard 

•  accumulates the shared wisdom of data 
formats 



The End of MIXED 

when software 
vendors realize 
that there 
should always 
be  
an im/export 
to a 
preservation 
format, 
it means ........... 


